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Participation and Feedback Register

1. Controller

City Executive Office / Communications Director

2. Person in charge of the register

Title
City Executive Office / Communications Director

3. Contact person for the register

Title
Project Director, feedback / City Executive Office

Contact information

The City of Helsinki Registry, POB 10 (Pohjoisesplanadi 11-13), 00099 City of Helsinki
4. Purposes of the processing of personal data and the legal grounds for the processing

Purposes of the processing

Realisation of the participation and influencing opportunities Processing of the City's feedback.

Legal grounds for the processing

Article 6, paragraph 1 a of the EU General Data Protection Regulation: the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or more specific purposes;

Article 6, paragraph 1 b of the EU General Data Protection Regulation: processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract;

Article 6, paragraph 1 c of the EU General Data Protection Regulation: processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligation to which the controller is subject;

Essential legislation

- EU General Data Protection Regulation (679/2016)
- Data Protection Act (1050/2018)
- Local Government Act (410/2015)
- Act on the Openness of Government Activities (621/1999)

5. Data content of the register

Identification and contact information of the data subject. The Register collects only the data needed for the purpose of use.
6. Regular disclosures of personal data

Data collected in multi-actor and inter-authority cooperation is disclosed as per agreed terms between actors in the realisation of participation and influencing opportunities.

Data contained in the register is not transferred outside the EU or the EEA.

7. Data storage periods

As a rule, data is stored for 5 years.

The storage period for data collected in joint projects is 10 years.

8. Sources of personal data

The data is in general received from the data subject.

Data collected in multi-actor and inter-authority cooperation is disclosed as per agreed terms between actors in the realisation of participation and influencing opportunities.